A self-srabilizing disrributedfile system is presented. The system consrructs and mainrains a spanning free for each file volume. The spanning free consisrs of rhe sewers rhat have volume replicas and caches for the specificfile volume.
Introduction
A typical centralized network file system is based on a dedicated file server. The centralized solution makes the file server a performance and reliability bottleneck which does not scale well. Moreover such a design does not tolerate faults since it is a ''single point of failure". We propose a scalable non-centralized distributed storage access system design, where storage, cache and control is distributed over cooperating workstations. Existing long-lived systems (systems that continuously operate), such as routing algorithms and operating system components are selfsrabilizing. A self-stabilizing system recovers from any arbitrary system configuration. Therefore, it tolerates the occurrence of unexpected faults, such as undetected message corruption. Once the faults ceases, the system recovers.
Previous work: The current standard remote file access protocol, is NFS [SI. NFS is a "one copy" file system that does not support caching. NFS requires frequent access to the server and does not provide fail safe mechanisms. One of the most common distributed file system is AFS [6] (Andrew File System). AFS provides caching and consistency guarantees. Each file volume is controlled by a centralized server, maintaining a single copy for reads and writes, and other copies as read only replications. The successor to AFS is CODA 131. CODA provides disconnected operations, caching, replication and recovery using a centralized server for management. The InterMezzo [2] file system is a small Linux implementation of several principals of CODA us-. ing existing (available) infrastructure. In addition, the peer to peer file system OceanStore [I] provides a secure (using encryption) and durable global storage over the Internet, a]-.
lowing a public storage model. Farsite [SI is a scalable, server-less file system that exploits storage and communication resources of desktop computers within a large organization, dynamically managing replication by monitoring the organization computers. Our contribution: We propose the first self-stabilizing distributed file system. We base our design on a self-stabilizing maintenance of a distributed replica tree for each volume (the update algorithm), the tree provides a communication and consistency layer (using fl-synchronizer [4]). We view the choice of a distributed spanning tree as the most efficient distributed structure (and a key feature in our design) which relates and connects replicas. Novel techniques that construct a tree (and elect a leader) over a TCPnP network are proposed. The communication is local, each message is forwarded through only a limited number of routers. In addition we address replication conflict resolution and file update procedures.
Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the systems settings. Section 3 details the way the replication tree is constructed and maintained. We extend the replication tree to include the cache nodes in Section 4. Then we describe the consistency maintenance in section S and consider the operating system interface in section 6. Concluding remarks appear in Section 7. Proofs are omitted from this extended abstract.
The Systems Settings
We model a TCPiIP network as a full communication graph G = (V, E) where there is an edge between every two nodes (computers). and a cost function f, : E + N . A group of files (bounded together) defined by the system administrator. Server: A processorlcomputer that holds a copy of a file volume in it's local storage. Volume replica: A copy of a file volume which resides on a server. Volume replication group: A group of servers which maintains a copy of the same volume replica. Replication tree: A distributed spanning tree of a volume replication group. Cache: A processorlcomputer that holds a copy (partial or full) of a volume in its memory or local storage. Caching tree: A spanning tree that contains the replication tree and additional cache nodes that caches files of the replication tree. A node may belong to more than one caching tree and may act for some volumes as a server and for other volumes as a cache.
Replication n e e
The replication tree maintains the consistency of the data within the volume replication group, making sure that each server has an identical replica.
A server may take pan in multiple replication uees. Each server maintains the volume identifiers allocated by the system administrator. We note that in this stage of the design we do not concern ourselves in automation of volume definitions and assignment to servers, and assume that they are user (system administrator) defined. The algorithm described next, refers to a single volume, but can be easily extended to multiple volumes per server.
In order to create a spanning tree of replicas, we designed a new version of the self-stabilizing update algorithm, which uses the local IP multicast procedure 171 as a primitive for communication. Local IP multicast messages are sent up to a specified communication radius t, where t is the maximal number of routers that the message can traverse from the sender to a receiver. IP multicast messages are connection-less messages with no reliability guaranty [71. We have in mind networks that are owned by a company or a university, rather than the entire Internet. We note that the multicast service is either based on a fixed multicast tree (or several trees) that is (are, respectively) defined by a system administrator (another possibility is that the IP multicast tree itself is defined by a self-stabilizing algorithm).
The self-stabilizing algorithm that constructs the replication spanning tree is a combination of several (layered) algorithms. In the first layer a leader is elected in a selfstabilizing fashion. The second layer constructs a replication spanning tree using a self-stabilizing update algorithm. A replication tree is consistent when all the replicas in the tree are identical. We use a version of the psynchronizer over the replication trees to ensure the eventual consistency of the replication tree.
Layer one: Leader Election
Definition 3.1 Let Td be an upper bound on rhe marimal time it required for a message to be sent in the shortest parh fmm one node of the system ro another:
The code in Figure I describes the algorithm executed by a leader, periodically sending a leader announcement message. using local IP multicast [7] with a maximal (infinite) value for the multicast radius, this is in fact a broadcast. The leader announcement message is sent every Ti = k.Td time units. The choice of k is a system administrator decision.
Roughly speaking, a choice of a small (large). k results in sending large (small) number of leader announcement messages and rapid (slow, respectively) identification of situations in which no leader exists or more than one leader exist. The leader announcemenr message that is sent in line 3 of the code, contains the identifier of the replication group volume, the leader id, the current value of t (the local multicast radius) and a proposal for a new radius 7. The role of the above two parameters is discussed in the sequel.
All servers check for leader announcement messages, (and eventually) if within a time frame of (1 + L)(T1 + Td) no message anives from the leader, then the server can assume that there is no leader, and elect itself to be a leader.
1 is a positive number that is used to eliminate false indication on a missing leader. A non-leader server that receives a leader announcement message, copies the leader identifier from the message. A leader server that receives a leader announcement message elects the new leader to be the server with the minimum identifier among itself and the message sender. The leader election rask is defined by a set of executions in which there exists exactly one server that is marked as a leader.
Lemma 3.1 Every execution of the leader election &o-rirhm ( Figure I ) reaches a safe conjigurarion wirh relarion lo the leader elecrion rask.
As a direct result of the leader election algorithm, all servers have the same L communication radius, providing a distributed undirected graph of servers. This graph is the input for the update algorithm [4] described next.
Layer Two: Constructing a Spanning Tree
An e neighbor of a server y is a server q in the same volume replication group that is reachable within a given t radius -the number of routers in the shortest path between p and q. We note that the TTL ( The code for sending and receiving multicast messages appears in Figure 2 . First we describe the actions taken when a multicast message is received. The message is examined to be an update message, by the rnsg.type field. The message is processed by p when the volume msg.volume is p.volurne (the volume that p assigned to maintain by the system administrator). Then JNm(q) is updated to contain the following information: (I) msgmuiing the routing table of the sender, (2) the distance (number of routers) that the message passed from node q until it reached node p and (3) the time in which the message has been received. The sending procedure, send-local-multicast(d, T ) , appears in lines I and 8 of Figure 2 . The data d is sent to every server that is within no more than T routers from the sender. We note that line 3 of Figure 1 uses the above procedure but does not limit r , hence essentially broadcasting the data. Next we use the local-multicast sendreceive primitives to construct a spanning tree using the update algorithm. The update algorithm [4] is a self-stabilizing protocol which provides us with routing information and builds a distributed spanning tree. The update algorithm is described in Figure 3 . The server p uses the accumulated information received in IN,,, to compute its routing table. Each entry in the routing table is a tuple (id, parent, dis). id i s a server identifier, parent is a neighbor of p that is on a shortest path to id, and dis is the distance from p to id. p removes obsolete information (lines 4 and 5). p includes in the set A information concerning servers that are within e radius excluding itself (lines 6,l and 8) based on the routing table received, increases by one the distances of every tuple of .4 and sets the parent as the neighboring server. For every identifier in A p removes all tuples with identifier (ia q except one that has a minimal distance. The resulting set of tuples is assigned to B (lines 9, IO). Then p removes from B all tuples (id,narent, z) such that: there exists 0 < y < 2, for which no tuple (id,parent, y) is in B (line I I) . Then (in line 12) p chooses the server with the minimal identifier to be a manager. Roughly speaking, the manager is responsible to notify the leader that e should be increased when the connected component of the manager, according to the information in B, does not include the leader. Each server periodicly sends update messages (via multicast) to all servers within a fixed communication radius (line 13).
1.
Note that each server p can identify its parent and children in the tree of the leader. The parent of p is the next hop ( v i a ) in the tuple of the leader (dest = leader), and the children are the servers q in IN, for which the tuple with dest = leader has a field with the value ,via = p. We later use the distributed definition of the leader tree for synchronization. A safe configuration for the update algorithm is a configuration in which the table of every server consists of the list of the servers in its connected component and the minimal distance to each of them.
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The communication radius defines the neighbors for each server, and therefore the graph topology. In one hand, the value of c may not he sufficient to connect all the servers -there may exist a server with distance that is greater than c to any other server in the replication tree. On the other hand, it is possible that the value o f t may he reduced while maintaining a single spanning tree, and therefore minimizing the communication complexity. We use local timers at each server in order to find the minimal e that is sufficient for preserving connectivity.
The update algorithm in Figure 3 construct a spanning tree of servers for a given (constant) t radius during Tu time. By definition 3.2 there exists a value eo that ensures the connectivity of the spanning tree that includes all the servers in the system. The algorithm in Figure 4 finds the value of eo. Every non-leader server executes lines I to 5 in order to examine whether the value of e is too small (i.e., the leader does not appear in the connected component of the server). Only the manager (the processor with the minimal identifier in the connected component) notifies the leader. The notification is done when it seems that the update algorithm has stabilized (a period of Tu has elapsed since the notification on a new c value arrived to every processor). The manager does not send notification as long as no response (arrival of new c value) to its previous notification arrives (a time period of 2Td elapsed). Thus, if there exists a connected component in G' that does not contain the leader (where, roughly speaking, c is the last value sent by the leader to the servers) then the component manager (defined by the updated algorithm) will issue an increase-e-request (line 5 ) .
The leader (elected by the algorithm in Figure I ) is actively searching for the optimal eo radius. The leader does not change the values of c and y unless a time period of Td +Tu + T d has elapses since the last change of these values. We note that the value of the variable change-cy-time is always greater than the current time t (otherwise, it is assigned by the value oft). The leader increases the value of e whenever an increase request is received and the time since the last increase is sufficient for the delivery of the previous value of t , the stabilization of.the update algorithm, and the update algorithm running with a radius 2.
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Caching Tree
The caching tree extends the replication tree to include caches, the caches run almost the same algorithms as the servers. However, we would not like caches to be on a (leader) tree path from one server to another. The reason is that caches are less permanent, they may join and leave the tree frequently, causing disruptions in the activities of the servers. Therefore, we ensure that there is no path between two replication servers via a cache, and that a cache does not act as a leader (but may be a manager).
To construct such a tree, each server runs two instances of the update algorithm. One instance constructs a tree rooted at the leader replication server, this tree consists of all the replication servers. Only replication servers run this instance. The other instance of the update algorithm constructs a tree with the same root that includes all replication servers and caches. Both replication servers and caches participate in executing the second instance. Both instances of the update algorithm use the same e radius. A request for enlarging the value o f t may be initiated by any of the update instances. while a request for decreasing the value of e should be initiated only after checking both update instances. Thus, we ensure that both trees are connected using the minimal possible e value. iFrom both distributed trees we build a unified tree by selecting a parent for each serverlcache. these selections construct a distributed tree rooted at the leader. A Replication server selects a parent while executing the first update instance (which is executed by replication servers). A cache selects a parent during the execution of the second update instance (which is executed by all replications servers and caches).
Lemma 4.1 The tree defined by the parent selection is a spanning tree of the system such that a parent of a non leader replication server is a replication server:
Consistency
In this section we show how the caching (replication) tree can support readwrite consistency for the servers. Thus, supporting basic operations of a file system. The content of a volume should be identical in all replication servers (recall that an administrator defines for each server the volumes that it should maintain). Since we assume that the system can be started in an arbitrary state it is not clear whether the replication servers have identical volume content. One way to ensure that the volumes are eventually identical is to repeatedly resolve conflicts and broadcast an agreed content to all replicas. This is not possible in the common case in which the volume size is in the order of Terra bytes.
We choose to check the replicas consistency when an access (readwrite) request IS issued for a certain location. We check (and resolve conflicts if needed) the location (and "surrounding" locations) for which there is an access request. By relaxing the requirement and providing consistency for the actual readwrite operations and not for the entire volume, we provide readlwrite consistency (the readlwrite time may be delayed).
An application requests a read or write access to a certain location of a volume. The cache that handles this request (the cache can be viewed as a process running on the same machine as the application) initiates a verification request.
The caching tree root receives requests for performing write operations and consistency verification (to be executed before read and write operations). Consistency verification requests are collected from all servers to the replication tree root. Then the root collects information concerning the accessed locations and executes a conflict resolving algorithm. At last the root sends information for mending the replicas and allows the readwrite operation to be completed. The collection of verification and write requests and information on the access location. as well as the broadcast of mending information is done via the use of a distributed selfstabilizing P-synchronizer algorithm. The p-synchronizer algorithm appears in detail in [4] . The root repeatedly colors the tree, each processor has a color, variable. colori may contain a value from a large enough range (each value is assumed to be a unique color). Whenever the root discovers that the subtrees rooted at its children are colored by the current color in coluri, it (randomly) chooses a new color and broadcasts the new color to its children. A processor pi repeatedly updates its color according to the color of its parent, communicates its color to every one of its children and sends its subtree color color,, to its parent. Whenever pi discovers that the subtrees rooted by its children are colored by the color of its parent, it updates c~l o r ,~, therefore providing an indication that the subtree rooted by p, is colored by the parent color. The process of propagating a color through the tree is actually a broadcast, while the process of discovering that the subtrees are colored in the parent color is in fact a converge-cast. Converge-cast is used to collect verification requests and write requests as well as signatures as we explain next. Color propagation is used to send request for signatures, mending (consistency) and write information. Whenever the root receives a verification request it uses the color propagation to broadcast requests for signatures on the particular file (or file portion). A signarure of a file (or file portion) is a function (e.g.. checksum) on the data of the file (or the file portion). A server that receives such a signature request computes the function and sends the result to the root during the converge-cast. When the root receives all signatures for the location in which the read or write should be performed it compare the signature to find whether there is a conflict. A conflict may he solved by choosing the information of a replica that is a member of the largest set of replicas that sent the same signature. Mending the replicas can be controlled by the leader who advises servers to copy information from other servers. We provide multiple read and single write semantics for the filesystem, toward this end we keep a file lock table, which holds the list of locked files. each cache requiring a lock, repeatedly communicate the request using the p-synchronizer converge-cast. Leases techniques [9. IO] are integrated in the system, using the p-synchronizer broadcast.
Integrating in an Operating System
Up to this stage, we have defined the infrastructure for the file system operations, next we describe the interactions between the user who issues commands, the algorithms and the structures which we have defined.
Two mandatory basic operations for a file system are the mount and unmuunt commands. mounf attaches a file system to a mount point which is a local path identifier for a file system (either local or remote file system). unmounr detaches the file system from the local system. The mount command connects the cache to the caching free. and stans the cache's self-stabilizing algorithms described in the sections above, while the unmount command disconnects the cache from the tree and stops the cache from executing these algorithms. Details are omitted from this extended abstract.
Concluding Remarks
We presented the first self-stabilizing distributed file system. Our design is based on maintaining a distributed spanning tree that connects replicas and caches. The scalability and fault tolerance are the main issues in our design. The feasibility of our design has been proven by a prototype of the system that has been developed.
